Myriad Remote Voice Tracking v4.0 Software Update Information

You can get the latest software updates as well as Technical Support by visiting the P Squared Website at http://www.psquared.net/support/ or the P Squared Forum at http://forum.psquared.net/

Notes: Myriad RVT v4.0 can only connect to a v4.0 Myriad Remote Edit Server, you cannot connect to earlier v3 servers.

Important: Myriad Remote Voice Tracking uses TCP Ports 6944 and 6945 to communicate with Remote Edit Server so unless you are using a VPN Connection (strongly recommended by P Squared) you must ensure that these ports are allowed on your firewall.

v4.0.28

Changes to help track down and potentially resolve an issue some users have had with voice links being cut off during upload.

v4.0.24

This release contains all of the changes made to the Segue Editor in Myriad Playout (please check the Myriad Playout Update Information for a full listing) as well as:
·	PeakFiles: Peak files are now created and displayed for new audio downloaded or recorded by the Segue Editor.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Dragging an item in the log to above certain items (such as Hardware events) would cause Myriad RVT to exit.

v4.0.22

This release contains an almost entirely re-written Segue Editor. The older setting in Station Database Settings that determined which cart players to use for Segue Editing have been replaced by a new setting in Audio Settings that determines which soundcard to use directly, instead of using a range of cart players. You should use the soundcard in "SMX" mode otherwise fade ins and outs will not work.

Segue Editor:
·	Seek anywhere: During Segue playback, you can now right click anywhere in the Segue view to instantly jump the Segue playback to that position.
·	Single channel playback: Older releases of Myriad Playout used several cart players whenever the Segue Editor was open - Myriad now uses just a single Soundcard directly (set via AudioSettings) so does not use up any of your Cart players.
·	Much more responsive:  The Segue Editor is now much quicker in operation and the display is much smoother
·	Improved graphics:  If a Cart does not have a waveform preview, you now see a simplified waveform in its place rather than the older coloured blocks.
·	Improved capabilities: You can now record voice links into and out of most unscheduled items and non Audio items (like Split Advert Breaks). You can also now record a new Voice link around a Social Post.
·	AutoScaling during Recording: If you are recording a very long voice link, then the display automatically resizes to keep the intro of the next song visible on screen.
·	Better Cart Management: The Segue Editor now looks for the 'next' empty cart after the last one within the Voice Links range rather than always looking for the first available one in the range. This significantly speeds up finding a suitable cart in a very heavily used system, and also massively reduces the chances of 2 users trying to record into the same cart.


v4.0.21

Myriad Remote Voice Tracking has a new icon.

v4.0.17

Windows 7 (and higher) users are now defaulted to using the new SmoothStream Extended mode allowing SegEditing on a single sound device.

The full Popout Segue Editor is now used instead of the smaller docked Segue Editor.

You can now edit the "current" on-air hour (If you have the correct permissions) - however, P Squared do NOT recommend editing the segue for the currently playing item as you cannot guarantee that the changes you make will be 'seen' and implemented by the On-Air playout PC in time.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Certain kepresses (such as pressing <Shift>-<Delete> to permanently remove an item from the Log) would not update the display automatically.

v4.0.9

Initial Release


